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Abstract- In this paper, we develop a new class of medium
access control protocol, which allows each user to transmit at
different data rates chosen randomly from an appropriately
determined set of rates. By using successive interference cancel-
lation, multiple packets can be received sim ultaneously. In slotted
Aloha type Gaussian networks, we show that the achievable total
throughput of the proposed protocol is at least a constant fraction
of the mac sum rate when the number of transmission rates at
each node is equal to the number of users in the network. We also
study the case when only a limited number of transmission rates
is available at each node. Extension to rate splitting is discussed.
Sim ulation results show that the proposed protocol can achieve a
significant throughput gain over the conventional Aloha.
I. INTRODUCTION
The medium access control (MAC) layer decides when com-
peting nodes may access the shared medium. Different from
schedule-based medium access requiring a central authority,
contention based MAC by using e.g., random access, is a
distributed strategy to access and share the medium, which is
popular in wireless networks. The MAC layer is traditionally
designed separately from the physical layer. Most conventional
random access protocols such as Aloha [1] and carrier sense
multiple access (CSMA) [2] assume simple collision models,
where the channel is noiseless, and reception failure is caused
by collisions among users. Though the analysis and proto-
col design are simple in the collision model, the maximum
achievable throughput of this model is limited. With more
sophisticated physical layer approaches, simultaneous reception
of multiple packets is possible, for example, by using code
division multiple access (CDMA) and multiuser detection. In
order to represent such random access systems, a model for a
channel with multipacket reception capability (MPR) with its
stability property has been developed in [3]. A decentralized
MAC protocol is proposed in [4]. In these work [3], [4], it is
shown that the achievable throughput by using MPR is higher
than that by using Aloha.
In MPR, each node transmits only at a single rate. On the
other hand, in a multiple access system with N users and one
base station, this system can be considered to be a multiple
access channel (mac) [5]. If each user transmits with power P
and the noise power at the base station is (J"2, the maximum
information theoretic sum rate of all users is ~ log (1+ ~f) ,
which can be achieved with multirate transmission capability
and successive interference cancelation (SIC).
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In this paper, we develop a new class of MAC protocol
by applying a SIC based approach at the MAC layer. The
MPR model in [3], [4] is generalized by allowing each user
to transmit at different data rates chosen randomly from an
appropriately determined set of rates. In each time slot, each
user transmits a packet at a randomly chosen data rate. By using
SIC [5], multiple packets can be received simultaneously.
In slotted Aloha type networks with Gaussian channels, we
show that the achievable sum rate of the new protocol using
decentralized control is at least a constant fraction of that
achievable by using centralized control, i.e., ~ log (1+ ~f),
0< C < 1, where C can be interpreted as the distributive loss
due to contention and lack of cooperation between users. This
result suggests that the total throughput increases with N as
opposed to Aloha where the total throughput decreases with
N. Finally, we consider extension to rate splitting [6]. Rate
splitting has been applied to Aloha in [7], [8]. We propose
a new class of rate splitting algorithm which generalizes that
in [8]. It is also shown to improve the achievable throughput.
Our simulation results support our analysis and show that the
proposed protocol achieves a significant throughput gain over
conventional Aloha in Aloha type networks.
II. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
We first consider a simple example to motivate this new MAC
model. There are N ==2 users in the network, where user i's
transmitted signal is Xi, i==1,2. Both users are saturated, i.e.,
they always have packets to send. The received signal at the
base station is
(1)
where the average power of Xi, i==1,2 is P and the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) W is of zero mean and variance
(J"2. Let S, be the data sending rate of user i. From [5], the




where I (X; Y) is the mutual information between random
variables X and Y [5]. With a centralized controller, the
maximum achievable sum rate is R c - m ac == ~ log (1+ ~;). The
comer point can be achieved by decoding user 2's signal
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first, treating user 1's signal as noise. The base station can
then subtract the decoded signal from Y and decode user
1's signal. This is called successive interference cancelation.
Similarly, comer point C can be achieved. The points on the line
connecting Band C can be achieved by time sharing between
Band C or by using rate splitting [6].
Using Aloha, we assume that each user transmits at rate
~ log (1+~) with probability P and remains idle with prob-
ability 1-p. The achievable sum rate of Aloha is
RAloha(p)=p(l-P)log(1+;), (3)
whose maximum is attained at P== ~. The maximum achievable
throughput is
* 1 ( P)RAloha=4"log 1+ a 2 . (4)
To achieve the maximum sum rate R c-mac without using
time sharing or rate splitting, the two users should operate
cooperatively at comer point B or C, i.e., one of the user should
transmit at rate R 1 == ~ log (1+~) and the other one transmits
at rate .R2 = ~ log ( 1+ P;CT2 ). Wit~~ut coordination, each user
transmits at rate 'R1 WIth probability P and at rate R 2 with
probability 1-p. When both users transmit at rate R 1, the rate
pair is outside the capacity region (2). Thus, the receiver cannot
decode both packets. In all other cases, by using SIC, both
users' packets can be decoded. The average achievable rate by
using the decentralized mac is
Rd-mac(p)=2(R1 +R2)p(1-p)+2R2(1-p)2. (5)
Rmac-sIC is maximized when p==R~RR2 and the maximum
throughput is 1
R * (Rl +R2)2 !(R +R ) (6)d-mac 2R
1
> 2 1 2·
We thus have
R R* 1 R * *c-mac> d-mac> '2 c-e-m ac s Rd-mac>RAloha· (7)
Therefore, the proposed new MAC protocol can achieve at
least 50% of the throughput using a centralized controller and
its throughput is always greater than Aloha. It can be shown
that the proposed strategy is actually optimal over all possible
transmission strategies when rate splitting is not used and both
users adopt the same transmission strategy for fairness.
Note that using the MPR model both users randomly attempt
to transmit at a single fixed rate. When both users transmit at
R 1 , the MPR model reduces to Aloha. When the rate is R 2 , the
two users can transmit simultaneously. However, the achievable
throughput is less than Aloha when P»u2 . Therefore, by
enabling multirate data transmission at each node and using
SIC, the proposed protocol outperforms both Aloha and MPR
and has comparable performance with a centralized controller.
III. MULTIPLE ACCESS MAC IN ALOHA TYPE NETWORKS
A. MAC on AWGN mac
Let Xi be the transmitted signal by user i and Y be the




where the power of user i is Pi and the AWGN W is of zero
mean and variance u 2 . We first consider a homogenous system
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with Pi==P and hi == l , ViE{l, ... ,N}. Let S, be the data rate of
user i. From [5], the capacity region of mac with a centralized
controller is
LSi~I(X(U) ;YIX(UC ) ) ,VU~{1,2, ... ,N}, (9)
iEU
for some product distribution PI (Xl)P2(X2)·· ·PN(XN), where
X(U)=={Xi:iEU} and U C denotes the complement of U in
{I, 2, ... ,N}. The capacity region (9) constitutes a polytope,
which contains N! comer points. Each comer point corresponds
to a permutation 7r of the N users. The receiver decodes using
SIC. User 7r(i) is decoded by treating users 7r(1), ... ,7r(i-I)
as noise. After decoding, the contribution of user 7r(i) in Y
is removed. The process continues until user 7r(1) 's packet
is decoded. The maximum achievable sum rate with a central
controller is
Rc-mac(N)=~log(1+ :;). (10)
As in Section II, users want to reach a comer point distribut-
edly to attain the maximum sum rate. In our multiple access
MAC, we assume that each user is capable of transmitting at
one of N rates, where the k-th rate is
Rk=~log(1+ (k-l~P+0"2) ,k=l, ... ,N. (11)
Note that Er=1 Rk==Rc-mac(N). When each user chooses a
different rate from {Rk:k==l, ... ,N}, a comer point is attained.
Let nk be the number of users that transmit at rate Ri; Using
SIC, the packets of rate Rk can be decoded if and only if the
packets of rate less than Rk are decoded correctly so that their
contribution can be cancelled from Y, and the number of users
transmitting at rate greater than or equal to Rk is at most k,
i.e., Ei=lnl~j, j==k, ... ,N, because from (11) the user at Rk
can tolerate interference level (k-1)P. It can be shown that
using the set of rates (11) is optimal over all possible sets of
rates when rate splitting is not used and all users adopt the
same transmission strategy.
We can use pseudo random variables with random seeds
to choose the transmission rate at each node, so that with
the random seed each receiver knows each user's transmission
rate at each time slot. This reduces the decoding complexity
to O(N) since each receiver knows the order in which to
decode the users. In the absence of random seeds or other side
information the receiver can first attempt to decode the lowest
rate packets for each source, which has complexity O(N). After
cancelling the contribution of decoded signal from the received
signal, the receiver tries to decode the second lowest rate
packets for each source. The process repeats until the highest
rate is reached. The total complexity is proportional to 0 (N2 ) .
The receiver does not need to know different transmitters'
sending rates.
B. Achievable Results
In this subsection, we study the average achievable through-
put of our model using the set of transmission rates
(11) and compare it with Rc-mac(N) in (10). Let S-i==
(SI, ... ,Si-l, Si+l, ... ,SN) be the state of all the nodes other
than node i, where S, is the transmission rate of node i. The
average throughput of the network attained by the distributed
mac strategy is
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k )k-1N -1 -1 (k_1)k-1 k-1
k-l ~Pj T/N-k,k+l:::;' (k-l)! Q
where we have used the fact that TJj,k:S1 and ~~=~j; «N-
1)k-l. Applying induction on (15), we can obtain
>1-~ (k_1)k-1 k-1 1 ~ kk k
q1_ L...J (k-1)! a > - L...J kT a .
k=2 k=l
To show the convergence of the series Et~ %~ a k , we use ratio
test, which needs to compute "
L= r (k+1)k+1 k+1~ -k_k~~ (k+1)! a kk a -ae. (19)
Therefore, if £<1 or a<e-l, Et~ %~ a k converges to a
number B(a). It is easy to see that B(O)==O and B(a) is
a continuous and increasing function in a. Therefore, there
exists a threshold, such that B(a)<l when O<a<,. Note
that ql:Sq2:S···:SqN and PN>Pk, k==1, ... ,N-1 when N is





We can find the optimal a by maximizing a(l-B(a)), which




By solving (21) numerically, we find that a==0.2011 and
0.13 ( NP)Rd-mac(N)~-2-1og 1+~ =0.13Rc-mac(N). (22)
On the other hand, Rd-mac(N) is less than Rc-mac(N), the
achievable rate of a centralized controller. Therefore, we show
that Rd-mac(N)==8(log(1+~f)). D
The constant C in Theorem 1 can be interpreted as the
distributive loss due to contention and lack of cooperation
between users. By choosing PI ==-f:t, P2=="·· ,==PN-I ==0, and
PN == N]V I , it is easy to see that the throughput of the proposed
model is greater than that of Aloha. We thus obtain the
following corollary.





N } (a) Given Pk, by using these two recurrences (15) and (16), we
Rd-mac(N)=E 2.)iSi = NE{biSd=NEs_,{E{biSi IS-d } can evaluate the throughput efficiently by first creating a table
N z=l for TJj,k using (16) and then using (15) to compute qk, which
=NLPkRk LPr(bF11(SFRk,S-i)Pr(S-i) enables fast computation of achievable rate.
k=l s:., (12) To find the maximum achievable asymptotic rate of the pro-
posed scheme, we need to find the optimal Pk by maximizing
Rd-mac(N) in (12) for each N, which is hard to obtain in
closed form. Instead, we find a lower bound on Rd-mac(N)
by choosing a suboptimal Pk. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The maximum achievable sum rate by using
distributed mac and the set of rates in (11) is Rd-mac(N)==
8(log(1+~f)). Furthermore, there exists a constant C>O
such that Rd-mac(N)'2CRc-mac(N).
Proof: We consider Pk== N~l' k==l, ... ,N-1 and PN==l-a,
where 0 < a < 1 is a constant to be determined later. Note that
qN==l and
where (a) is due to symmetry, b,E {O, I} is an indicator whether
user i's packet is decoded correctly at the receiver, n~==nk -1,
and n~ ==nz for l:f-k denote the number of users transmitting at
rate R; other than user i. Note that (12) only requires that
packets with rate less than Rk are decoded, where packets
with rate higher than Rk may be decoded incorrectly. Let
'\:'k I lIT. •nu; == L..,.,Z=1 n z· we can write qk as
qk= L ( ~-1 ,) IT P~~ (tPl)~k
I I mk,nk+1,···,nN - (13)
rnk,nk+1, ... ,nN, l-k+1 l=l
rnk+2:.I=k+l nf:::;j-l,
j=k, ... ,N
To compute TJj,k, note that there are ({) ways to choose l users
out of j users and let them transmit at rate Ri; The remaining
j -l users transmit at rates less than Ri; Assuming that N - j
other users transmit at rate greater than Rk, all the j users'
packets can be decoded if and only if N - j + l :Sk and the
remaining j -l users' packets can be decoded. We thus have
the recursive equation
k-N+j (")
T/j,k= L ~ plT/j-l,k+l, and T/j,N=P~.
l=O
Given Pk, it is complex to compute qk through (13). To circum-
vent this problem, we find a recursive relationship between qk
and qk-l. Let A k denote the event that the rates of all users
excluding user i are such that if i were to send at rate Rk, its
packets would be decoded correctly. Then let qk==Pr(Ak). By
the total probability theorem, we obtain
Pr(Ak)=Pr(AkIAk-1)Pr(Ak-1)+Pr(AkIAk-1)Pr(Ak-1). (14)
Given S-i, if Si==Rk-1 and user i's packet can be decoded
at the receiver, when Si==Rk user i's packet can still be
decoded because Rk<Rk-l, which gives Pr(AkIA k- I)==l.
On the other hand, A k nAk_1 means that if user i were to
send at rate Rk its packets would be decoded correctly but its
packets cannot be decoded if it were to send at rate Rk-l. This
event occurs if and only if among the remaining N -1 users,
k-1 of them transmit at rate above Rk so that transmitting at
Rk is admissible but not at Rk-l, N -k of them transmit at
rate below Rk, and the N -k users' packets can be decoded
correctly. Let TJj,k denote the probability that j given users each
transmits at rate less than or equal to Rk and their packets can
be decoded correctly at the receiver. From the definition of Rk
in (11), if a user transmits at rate R N, the receiver can decode
its packet regardless of other users' transmissions, which means
qN == 1. We can thus establish the recursive relation
( ) (
k- 1 ) k-1
qk-l=qk- i ; ~Pj T/N-k,k+l,QN=1.
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(24)
(26)
Theorem 1 suggests that the total throughput of the new
MAC model increases with increasing N as opposed to Aloha
where the total throughput decreases in N. Actually, Aloha can
be considered to be a distributed implementation of TDMA
while our approach is a distributed implementation of mac.
c. Fixed Number of Transmission Rates
The N -rate model can achieve a fraction of the achievable
rate by a centralized controller. On one hand, in practice, MAC
layer is built into firmware and the set of rates cannot be altered
as the number of users in the network varies. On the other hand,
the first few Rk'S in (11) are typically significantly larger than
the other rates in practical scenarios. Motivated by these two
factors, we thus generalize the N -rate model to the case with
K rates, where K is a fixed number that does not vary with
N. Each node is capable of transmitting at one of K rates,
RI, ... ,RK and R I>R2>···>RK . Assuming that nk nodes
transmit at rate Rk, the packets of rate Rk can be decoded if
and only ifE{=1 n; ::S;Wj, j==k, ... ,K, where Wk is the maximum
number of users with transmission rates higher than Rk such
that users with transmission rate Rk can decode its packets.
The decoding complexity is proportional to N K.
In this subsection, we consider u, = ~ log ( 1+ (k-I)P+CT 2 ),
k=l,ooo,K -1 and RK=~log(1+ (N-/)P+CT21 for simplicity,
which gives wk==k, k==l, ... ,i<-1 and wK==fv. Even though
the optimal Pk maximizing the average throughput may depend
on Rk and N in a complicated way which does not lead to
simple practical protocol design, the following theorem shows
that the optimal Pk has a simple form asymptotically as N-----+
+00.
Theorem 2: When Rk=~log (1 + (k-I)P+CT 2 ), k=l,ooo,K-
1 and RK=~log(1+ (N-/)P+CT 2 ) ' and wk=k, k=1,ooo,K-1
and wK==N, the optimal Pk maximizing the average throughput
satisfies limN---++ooNpk==ek, k==l, ... ,K-1, where ek are con-
stants depending only on R I , ... ,RK . In other words, Pk == ~
maximizes the average throughput asymptotically.
Theorem 2 removes the dependence of N in optimizing
Pk, which facilities distributed dynamic algorithm design, e.g.,
optimization on ek is done only once and the resulting ek can be
applied for any N. By using game theoretic framework in [9],
we do not even need to know N given ek. The multiple access
MAC in Aloha type networks can be extended to wireless LAN.
When K is small, we can obtain ek in closed form. We give
an example in the following.
Example (K ==2): When K ==2, the average throughput is
NR1P(1-p)N-l+NR2(1-p), (23)
where P is the probability of choosing R I and WI ==1, w2==N.
Maximizing (23), we obtain the optimal P, whose closed form
does not exist in general. When R 2 == O, it reduces to Aloha,
whose throughput is maximized when P== -k in this case.
We could also choose R I = ~ log ( 1+ (k-I)P+CT 2 ) and WI =k,
where k is an integer in {l, ... ,N}. The average throughput is
k-l ( )NRIP~ ": p1(1_p)N-l-l+NR2(1_p),
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where P is the probability of choosing R I . When k«N and





In this section, we extend our approach to rate splitting. We
begin by considering the two user network as in Section II.
Two virtual users, denoted as U: and U;' are created at node
i, i==1,2, with power o I? and (l-a)P, respectively, where a
is a parameter to be optimized. We take a suboptimal layering
approach as in [8], where U;"s packet is always decoded before
U:'s packet. Thus, each virtual user as in Section II only needs
to consider two rates, i.e., U: takes
I 1 ( ap)
R k(a)="2 1og 1+ (k-1)aP+a 2 ,k=1,2,
with probability p~ and U;' takes
" 1 ( (1-a) P ) (2 )R k(a)="2 1og 1+ (k-1)(1-a)P+2aP+a 2 ,k=1,2, 7
with probability p%. We choose p~ ==p', p~==l-p', and p~==pl!,
p~ ==1-t". Note that our strategy is different from [8] where
U: only transmits at rate R~ (a) and U;' only transmits at rate
R~ (a). The approach in [8] can be considered as a special case
of our strategy by choosing p' ==pI! == O.
As in Section II, the average throughput of multiple access
MAC with rate splitting can be obtained as
Rdrs-mac (p' ,p" .o)
=2 ( (1_pIl2) ((R~ (a)+R~(a))p' (l-p')+R~(a)(1-p')2) (28)
+ (R~ (a)+R~ (a) )P" (l-p")+R~(a)(1-p")2).
Given a, maximizing (28) over p' .t/', we could obtain
Rcirs-mac(a). By performing a linear search over a, we obtain
the maximum total throughput Rcirs-mac.
Fig. 1 compares the throughput of the proposed algorithm
with that in [8] and Aloha with (J2==1 and different P. We
can see that the proposed schemes perform better than both
Aloha and the one in [8]. The achievable rate of [8] is saturated
when P is large due to the lack of contention resolution
mechanism. By using rate splitting, an additional performance
gain is attained by using the proposed protocol compared with
that without using rate splitting.
The proposed approach can be readily generalized to the
case of choosing M virtual users at each node forming M
layers. We still assume a layered decoding approach at the
receiver by decoding the packets from virtual users at layer m
before decoding the packets from virtual users at layer m -1,
where the users at layer m are assigned power Pm such that
E~=IPm==P. Let cPm be the probability that all layer m users'
packets are decoded correctly conditional on all the packets
at layers less than m are decoded successfully which can be
computed by using the same idea as in Section III, and R m be
the total throughput of users at layer m given all lower layers'
packets are decoded correctly. The total throughput of all virtual
users can be written as Rdrs-mac==E~=IRmII~llcPl. The
optimization of Pm and the rate selection probabilities at each
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Fig. 2. Achievable throughput comparison of different strategies as a function
of N when P = lO and (J' 2=1 (SNR=lO dB) .
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Fig, I, Comparison of different schemes with (J'2 = 1 and different P in a
network with 2 users,
layer are coupled and are complicated to optimize. We thus take
a suboptimal approach by decoupling the two optimizations. We
first optimize over Pm by ignoring each layer's impact on upper
layers or assuminlLtm =l, rn=lr ..,M. We can show that
Pm=u:r (l +~f) ----xot ((l +~f) M - 1) , rn=l ,... ,M , maxi-
mizes I:~=1u.; After obtaining Pm, we optimize the rate
assignment probability of layer rn backward from rn=M to
rn=l. When it comes to layer rn, we need to maximize
I:~mRirrf:;, (Pt. which can be solved similarly as in Section
III.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We now present simulation results on the proposed multiple
access MAC protocol in Aloha type networks , which also
apply to full duplex WLAN. We only consider the maximum
achievable throughput without protocol overhead.
Fig. 2 compares the achievable throughput of different strate-
gies as a function of N when P =lO and (7"2 =1 (SNR=10 dB).
We compare the proposed protocol with centralized scheme
and conventional Aloha.The "Equal Probability" throughput is
obtained by Pk= N~ l' k=l ,... ,N- 1 and PN=l -o:, where
0:=0.2011 as in the proof of Theorem 1. The optimized
throughput of the proposed strategy is obtained by maximizing
(12) via a local search around the "Equal Probability", which
does not necessarily achieve the global maximum. In both equal
probability and local search protocols, we set the number of
transmission rates at each user to be N . The throughput of
Aloha decreases as N increases while that of the proposed
protocol increases as N increases. When N = 50, the proposed
protocol with local search achieves a 3.1951 times throughput
gain over Aloha. Even with equal probability, the proposed
protocol has a 2.2064 times throughput gain over Aloha at
N = 50. The ratio between the centralized scheme and the
proposed strategy with local search decreases as N increases.
When N = 50, the proposed strategy with local search attains
0.4580 throughput of the centralized scheme, which means that
the lower bound (22) in Theorem 1 is very loose. We also
include the achievable throughput of the proposed protocol
with only K transmission rates with K being a finite number
as in Section III-C. The throughput of the proposed K-rate
protocol increases with K. Even with K = 2, the proposed
protocol achieves a 3.4167 times throughput gain over Aloha at
N = 50. However, unlike the throughput obtained by using N
transmission rates which strictly increases as N increases , the
throughput obtained by using a finite number of transmission
rates converges to a finite value as N ---++00 like Aloha.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a new class of MAC
protocol, which allows each user to transmit at different data
rates within the multiple access capacity region. By using
successive interference cancellation, multiple packets can be
received simultaneously. In slotted Aloha type networks with
Gaussian channels , we showed that the achievable sum rate
of the new protocol is at least a constant fraction of the
information theoretic limit. This approach was also extended
to rate splitting .
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